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Weekly Briefing
SKYView: Implications of a Democrat Sweep

Chances of Democrat Sweep Also Rising
weekly data, since July '20
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Biden Probability of Victory Has Increased
weekly data, since January '20
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Prob Dems Win White House,
Senate, and House of Reps

With just over a week to go before US elections, investors have focused on what various outcomes may mean for risk assets. While the Presidential
race between Trump and Biden has garnered the most attention, control of Congress may actually be most meaningful when it comes to policy-making in the
coming years. In this Weekly Briefing, we examine the implications of the Presidential race, and contemplate what a Democratic sweep (Biden winning the
Presidency and the Democrats gaining a majority in the Senate while maintaining their position in the House of Representatives) may mean for stimulus
spending, taxes, and sector risk premiums.
According to data from PredictIt.org, betting market odds of Biden winning the Presidency stand at ~ 65% at the time of writing, his lead over Trump
having expanded since near parity in early June. At the same time, chances of Democrats taking control of the White House and Senate (and keeping control of
the House) have also been on the rise, an outcome (Democrat Sweep) that could make the passage of legislation considerably easier across a multitude of party
priorities. Whereas some sort of follow-on stimulus program is likely to materialize in the coming months regardless of the outcome of the election, a Democrat
Sweep – particularly if it results in a more significant majority in the Senate – could bring about a larger package as well as increased infrastructure spending, in
our view.
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Biden Advantage Over Trump (LHS)
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Democrat Victory

Chances of Dem Sweep (RHS)

Source: SKY Harbor, PredictIt, Bloomberg

By virtue of the electoral college system, the outcome of the Presidential election may ultimately come down to results in a handful of “battleground”
states. Similar to the trajectory of nation-wide prediction markets, polling in most of these contested states (presented below) have also moved in favor of the
Democratic nominee. With an estimated advantage of between +2.1% (Florida) and +7.8% (Michigan), Biden’s average “battleground” lead over Trump of +4.2%
compares favorably to Clinton’s advantage over Trump (+3.8%) in the same states during the lead-up to the 2016 election. Statistical models, though presumably
improved upon since 2016, still imply a reasonably competitive race given past margin of error.

Biden Leading in All 6 Battleground States
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To understand election implications for US high yield, we compared Biden’s chance of victory and the implied probability of a Democratic Sweep (via
prediction markets) to both sector and industry performance relative to the ICE BofA US High Yield Index (ticker H0A0), with sector and industry cohorts adjusted
for differences in underlying credit quality and historical beta. The resulting correlations, presented in the tables below, appear very much in line with candidate
policies. In particular, investors appear to be increasingly pricing in the benefits of a (likely) larger stimulus package (and perhaps even an infrastructure bill)
under a Dem Sweep scenario, with Autos, Building Materials, Chemicals, and Steel among the likely industry winners. The potential for reduced defense
spending, green energy initiatives, greater power to the EPA, increased healthcare coverage, and perhaps a preference for a slower virus-related re-opening of
the economy under Democrats could harm Aerospace, Energy, Gaming, and Healthcare segments of the market.

Biden Victory / Dem Sweep: Total Return Correlations
based on weekly data, presented alphabetically
Positive Correlations
Autos & Auto Pa rts
Bui l di ng Ma teri a l s
Ca pi ta l Goods
Chemi ca l s
Steel
Technol ogy

Rationale
Sti mul us / boos t to dema nd
Sti mul us / boos t to dema nd
Sti mul us / boos t to dema nd; Infra s tructure s pendi ng
Sti mul us / boos t to dema nd; Infra s tructure s pendi ng
Sti mul us / boos t to dema nd; Infra s tructure s pendi ng
Grea ter ri s k of s econd l ockdown

Negative Correlations
Aeros pa ce
Ai r Tra ns porta ti on
Energy
Ga mi ng
Hea l thca re
Hotel s

Rationale
Reduced defens e s pendi ng; ti ghter regul a ti ons
Los s of potenti a l i ndus try ba i l -out money
Ba n of publ i c l a nd fra cki ng; Green energy i ni ti a ti ves
Grea ter ri s k of s econd l ockdown
Increa s e the s cope of ACA
Grea ter ri s k of s econd l ockdown

Source: SKY Harbor, ICE BofA Indices

While there will certainly be winners and losers from a sector perspective, the election outcome best suited for high yield market total returns
remains vague. In a recent survey conducted by JP Morgan, respondents were asked to identify which election scenario would be best and worst for credit
spreads. The results, which we present below (left side), identified a Republican Sweep as being most advantageous for the market, and a Democratic Sweep as
the worst case scenario (79% of respondents). At first glance, results appear concerning for the market, as a Democratic Sweep registers as the most likely
outcome based on both polls and prediction markets. Cause for concern, however, may be overblown. Below (right side), we calculated average annual high
yield returns (H0A0) under each type of political regime. Excluding the six years dominated by recessions since 1987, we found that high yield returns have been
strongest under a unified government, with full Democratic control modestly beating full Republican control. In our view, the market may not be fully
appreciating the extent to which larger stimulus spending may offset the negative impact of higher corporate and individual tax rates that Democrats are likely
to seek.

Average US High Yield Returns by Party Control
annual data since 1987, excludes recession years
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JP Morgan Survey of Investor Preferences
annual data since 1987, excludes recession years
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Polling data and prediction markets imply a rising likelihood of a Democratic Sweep as US elections draw near, with swing state data now firmly in
favor of Biden. Our analysis of these trends imply that issuers poised to benefit from stimulus spending – the potential of which is assumed to be larger under
Democratic control – may outperform the broader market should election results fail to surprise. Despite investor apprehension toward Democratic control of
the White House, Senate, and House of Representatives, history would imply that high yield market returns have been most favorable under such a scenario.
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Important Disclosures and Disclaimers
This analysis and the opinions expressed herein are intended solely for institutional and professional investors that are responsible for assessing their own risk
tolerances under prevailing market conditions. SKY Harbor Capital Management, LLC (“SKY Harbor”) provides this document for informational purposes only. Nothing
contained in this document is or should be construed as an advertisement, or an offer to enter any contract, investment advisory agreement, a recommendation to buy
or sell securities of any kind, a solicitation of clients, or an offer to invest in any particular fund, product, investment vehicle, or derivative.
This document contains forward-looking statements that are based on SKY Harbor’s current views and assumptions. Forward-looking statements such as the findings of
our analytical research, our outlook for interest rates, Fed policy, the economy, high yield markets and the like, or our intended adjustments to the portfolios within our
strategies are subject to inherent risks, biases and uncertainties that are beyond SKY Harbor’s control and may cause actual results to differ materially from the
expectations expressed herein.
The information contained herein is subject to change, and SKY Harbor is under no obligation to update any information contained herein. Certain information
contained in this document has been obtained from third-party sources and, although believed to be reliable, has not been independently verified, and its accuracy or
completeness cannot be guaranteed.
Investing in securities involves risk of loss and past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Fixed income securities, especially high yield debt
securities, are subject to loss of income and principal arising from credit risk, which is the risk that the issuer will be unable to make interest and principal payments
when due. Material risks in investing in high yield debt securities also include, but are not limited to, opportunity cost (the risk that an issuer’s credit trends deteriorate
resulting in a higher level of compensation demanded by the market relative to the initial investment), interest rate risk, liquidity risk, selection risk, and overall market
risk. In general, issuers of high yield debt securities have a greater likelihood of defaulting on the payment of interest or principal than issuers of investment grade
bonds. There can be no assurance that the investment objectives described herein will be achieved or that substantial losses can be avoided.
Gross performance results do not reflect the deduction of investment advisory fees, which would reduce an investor’s actual return. For example, assume that $1
million is invested in an account with the Firm, and this account achieves a 6% compounded annualized return, gross of fees, for five years. At the end of five years that
account would grow to $1,338,226 before the deduction of management fees. Assuming management fees of 0.55% per year are deducted annually from the average
annual AUM, the value of the account at the end of five years would be $1,302,846, which is the equivalent of an annual compounded rate of 5.43%. For a ten-year
period, the ending dollar values before and after fees would be $1,790,848 and $1,697,408, respectively. SKY Harbor’s asset-based fees are generally billed monthly or
quarterly in arrears. Please refer to the SKY Harbor’s ADV Part 2A or applicable Offering Documents for more information on fees. Consultants supplied with gross
results are to use this data in accordance with SEC, CFTC, NFA or the applicable jurisdiction’s guidelines.
SKY Harbor is not a tax or legal advisor. Prospective investors should consult their tax or legal advisors before making tax-related investment decisions.
The ICE BofA Index data referenced herein is the property of ICE Data Indices, LLC (“ICE BofA”) and/or its licensors and has been licensed for use by SKY Harbor. ICE BofA
PERMITS USE OF THE ICE BofA INDICES AND RELATED DATA ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, MAKES NO WARRANTIES REGARDING SAME, DOES NOT GUARANTEE THE SUITABILITY,
QUALITY, ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, AND/OR COMPLETENESS OF THE BofA INDICES OR ANY DATA INCLUDED IN, RELATED TO, OR DERIVED THEREFROM, ASSUMES NO
LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF THE FOREGOING, AND DOES NOT SPONSOR, ENDORSE, OR RECOMMEND SKY Harbor or ANY OF ITS PRODUCTS OR
SERVICES.
© 2020 SKY Harbor. This document may not be reproduced or transmitted, in whole or in part, by any means, to third parties without the prior written consent of SKY
Harbor.
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